
Hooked on Foniks
The English language is a glorious hodgepodge of a variety of
mother  tongues.  There  are  bits  of  Welsh,  Dutch,  German,
French, Spanish, Italian, Latin and a bit of original English
in this language. This is why there are so many ways to spell
the same sounds. That and of course people would always spell
the way they wanted to before dictionaries were invented. �

Since I have a very hard time remembering how to spell certain
words, I am in favor of scrapping the current way of spelling
things and coming up with an alphabet that allows us to spell
words the way they sound.

I’m sure we could get rid of the C, Q and X. These can be
replaced by S, K, KW, KS and EKS. Should there be multiple
letters for the long and short vowel sounds? What about those
the Th and Sh sounds? New letters? Maybe. The easiest to teach
would be 1 letter per sound. If we keep everything close to
the current looks of the alphabet, it would be easier to learn
than the metric system. � Just think no more I before E except
after whatever…. No wondering if that was spelled with a C or
an S or maybe a K. What are we waiting for. So to experiment,
I give you the following (long vowel sounds will be replaced
by double vowels and the Th and Sh and Ch will remain — No new
letters on this keyboard.)

II  was  up  laat  tuuniit  beekuz  II  fel  asleep  direeng  aa
balgaam. II wook up direeng thu last ineeng. The Tiigers wun.
If thaa win tuumoroo, thaa wil bee the Sentral leeg champs.
Goo Tiigers!!

Dang, that was difficult to type. Maybe the learning curve is
steeper than I thought… �
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